TRANSMISSION CORPORATION OF ANDHRA PRADESH LIMITED
VIDYUTSOUĐHA::HYDERABAD-82

ABSTRACT
Estt.-APTRANSCO-Redeployment of ADE/Maintenance/Chalakurthy as ADE/TRE/
Nalgonda in Rural Zone-Orders-Issued.

(PERSONNEL SERVICES)

Read the following:
Ref: 1) U.O.CE/Tr./SE/SS(O&M)/E3/ADE2/D.No.727/12, Dt.23.02.2012

ORDER:

After careful consideration of the proposals from CE/Transmission and the CE/Rural Zone,
it is hereby ordered that,

a) The post of ADE/Maintenance/ Chalakurthy shall be redeployed as ADE/TRE/
Nalgonda under the control of DE/MRT/TL&SS/Nalgonda. The 220KVSS/Chalakurthy and 132KVSS/Halia hitherto under ADE/M/ Chalakurthy
shall be attached to ADE/Lines/Nagarjun Sagar. (i.e., 1 of ADE/Lines/Nalgonda
being utilized at N’sagar).

b) 1 No. AE/AAE/Shift (vacant) from 132KVSS Bibinagar shall be redeployed as
AE/TRE/ Nalgonda under the newly formed ADE/TRE/Nalgonda.

2. These orders shall come into force with immediate effect.

K. RANGANATHAM
JOINT MANAGING DIRECTOR
(HRD & DISTRIBUTION)

To
The CE/ Rural Zone/Hyderabad
The CE/Transmission/Vidyutsoudha/Hyderabad

Copy to:
CGM(HRD&Trg)//All functional heads
SE/TL&SS/Nalgonda//SE/TL&SS/S’Reddy
SE/TL&SS/Mahaboobnagar//SE/TLC/Rural/Hyderabad
DE/Tech to Director(Transmission)
PS to Director(Projects)
PS to Director(Grid Operation)
PS to JMD(HRD&Distribution)
PS to JMD(Comm, IPC &IT)
PS to JMD(Vigilance & Security)
PS to Director(Finance & Revenue)
PS to Chairman & Managing Director

CE/EA. Operation,RE&IT ----- with a request to arrange to place in website.
Pay officer//AOCPR//Dy.CCA(Audit)//RAO(EBCA)
CRS/Stock File/Spare.
C.No.CGM(HRD&Trg)/DE(T&MPP)/ADE(MPP)/A1/233/2012

//FORWARDED :: BY ORDER//

ASST. DIVISION ENGINEER

Energy saved is Energy produced
Electricity saved is Electricity produced